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ZIONISMCONDEMNEDBY U.N.
Controversial
The United Nations passed a
resolution condemning Zionism as
"a form of racism", a movement
that may have numerous political
overtones · and may serve to
weaken the role of the United
peace
Nations in international
efforts.
The resolution. passing 72 to 35
with 32 abstentions. was a move by
pro-Arab factions. specifically in
favc.r of the Palestine Liberation
Organization.
a
issued
Ford
President
saying the "United
statement

Resolution

the characdeplores
States
terization of Zionism as a form of
racism" and added that "the
United Nations is weakened and its
credibility suffers when it takes
actions ... which serve only to
debase the principles upon which
the U.N. was fourrded and to which
il's character is dedica led."
Both houses of congress reacted
lo the vote by unanimously
adopting resolutions lo re-assess
American relationship to the U.N.
and condemning the resolution.
these
from
Repercussions

Upsets Nation's Leaders

resolutions on the part of Congress
could take the form of withholding
or reducing payments to the world
body. Senator Richard Stone of
Florida said he was preparing a
bill lo cancel the United States
annual
dollar
million
168.7
payment to the U.N.
Though there is such talk of withdrawing from the United Nations,
President Ford also made the
that he would "not
statement
consider withdrawal" from the
U.N. State department officials
maintain that the national in-

terests of the United States meant
the need for continuing membership in the U.N. and continued
peace-keeping
for
funding
opera lions such as the task force in
the Middle East.
The President of the General
Assembly, Gaston Thorn, issued a
warning about the
statement
of the
"adverse consequences"
vote and called it the "unhappy
product of pressure by those who
wanted to impose a point of view
and
historically
is
which
philosophically false." It is not

lll1ll-lll~
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Founded in 1928
The Anchur is located on the third floor of
the Student Union. Our mailing address is:
THE ANCHOR
Rhode Island College
600 Mount Pleasant Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02908
Telephone, 831-6600extension 257

The Anchor is composed weekly during the. school year. It js
printed by photo-offset by Ware River News, 4 Church Street,
Ware, Mass.
Advertising is sold at the rate of $2.00 per column inch. A 10 per
Ads in "Free
cent discount is allowed campus organizations.
For
Classifieds" are free to all members of the RIC community.
manager.
further information. consult our advertising

All editorial decisions for the Anchor are made entirely by its
student editorial board. No form of censorship will be imposed.
However, material found unacceptable or unsuitable in their
opinion will not be published. All unsolicited material, including
Letters to the Editor, must include the name and address of the
author 1 Names will be withheld upon request. Views appearing in
the Anchor do not necessarily reflect those of the administration,
faculty or staff of the college. Unsigned editorials reflect the views
of the Anchor editorial board.

EDITORIAL BOARD
Jeffrey A. Horton
Marcel Desrosiers

Janet Rothbart
Catherine Hawkes
Mark Hammond
Pete Slauta
Ellen Hopkins
STAFF
Michael Henry, Elaine D'Amore, Jeffrey Page, Greg
Markley, John Owens, Frank Mazza, Mike Higgins, John
Toste, Pam Gagne, J.P. Evans, Peter J. Davis, and Alan
Richardson.

Course
Student-Designed
on Environmental Studies Accepted
The Environmental Forum met
last Wednestlay in Parliament
chambers, discussing the newlyaccepted student-designed course
in environmental studies and the
compilation of a resource directory.
course,
The student-designed
offered for this next semester, is an
course" that
"activity-centered
multiple
the
employ
will
disciplines of various departments
environmental
examine
to
and environmental
problems
education efforts in Rhode Island.
The focus of the class will be

problem solving techniques, and
education
environmental
resources available. The course
recognizes the interreala tedness of
academic and other disciplines
encountered in the studies of the
environment.
This course will be an informal
seminar that will utilize faculty
members other than the main coordinator, Dr. Richard Green as
determined by the student. A
number of faculty at Rhode Island
much
College have expressed
interest and some have already
volunteered to participate in this

V.A. Lobbying To
.Decrease Funds
government
U.S.
Among
Veterans
the
agencies,
Administration is unique. While
other agencies are clamoring for
more funds with which to administer their programs, the V.A.
is actually lobbying to have its
Conreduced.
appropriations
sulting the legislative histories of
and
Education
the Veterans
Rehabilitation Amendments Acts
of 1973, 1974, we find that while the
V.A. considers it a "logical step" to
award to wives, widows, and
the same benefits
dependents
earned by veterans, it has actively
opposed education legislation in
favor of veterans themselves.
In 1973 while Congress was
considering an increase of 13.6 per
cent in education allowances in
order that veteran-students might
keep apace of the cost of living, the
v.A. recommended an increase of
not more than 8 per cent. Although
one purpose of this-bill, and the one
of 1974 of the same name,"w~s to
disadto
provide assistance
vantaged" veterans, those who

might never receive a higher or
school education
post-grammar
otherwise, the V.A. was reluctant
to endorse any increase, on the
grounds that the bill was "not
designed to provide a sole source of
support" and "not intended to be
maintenance
income
an
program."
In fact, the V.A. stands opposed
to much of the current program of
assistanc€ to student veterans.
While Congress felt disposed to
increase from eight to ten years at
the time, from date of discharge,
during which veterans could utilize
their education benefits, we find in
the Administrator's Report of 1973
on
to the House Committee
Veterans Affairs that: "The VA
opposes any extension of this time
limitation."
For an agency which seems bent
on eliminating the reason for its
existence, one cannot heir but
wonder what the V.A.'s "recomadfor purely
m€ndation"
ministrative costs was.
Percival M. Ferrara, Jr.

Editor-in-Chief
Assistant Editor
Photography Manager
Literary Editor
Features
News
Sports
Secretary

usual for a U.N. leader to issue
statements after the fact condemning action by the General
Assembly.
Zionism is a form of colonization,
part of the basic heritage of claim
of the Jewish people. It is a
national liberation movement that
has been an integral part of the
Jewish religion. The intent of this
movement is to create a solid,
unified Jewish State.
The Jewish leaders state that the
resolution is anti-Semitic, however
the contrary position of those who
voted in favor of the resolution is
their move is not anti-Semitic but
only anti-Zionist. The Arabs and
others with them say that Zionists
are in the minority and are not
synonymous with Jews.
This issue has been quite inOne side defends
flammatory.
itself on the basis of tradition,
history, and the Holy Book. The
other side bases its reasons on the
Zionist desire for an all-Jewish
state. The resolution may have
major repercussions throughout
the world, Israel stating that she
will recall those who voted in favor
in their foreign relations, the
United States may cut U.N. funds
or d@ny foreign aid to those who
suppo.rted the resolution (though
since one of these was the Soviet
Union this may mean agitating
detente), and the United Nations
may be seriously weakened internally and in the eyes of the
world.
-J. A. Horton

H. James Field Jr. Speaks
at Rhode Island College

10,
November•
Monday,
course. More than twenty students
have alrea.dy given their names as Republican State Chairman H.
persons interested in signing up for James Field, Jr. spoke to members
of Mr. James Ritter's public adthe course.
ministation class and Dr. Herbert
Three faculty members, Terence
political
Hays, Richard Green, and Miner Winter's introductory
a science class. Mr. Field's exare compiling
Brotherton,
director of the resources available
within the faculty, staff, and'----------------,
students at Rhode Island College. or to the Anchor office in care of
Forum. An
the Environmental
Any person who has expertise,
interest, or experience in en- index, e.g., recycling programs,
vironmental concerns is asked to scientific research, etc. or other
ordering mechanism will lead the
record this for use in the directory.
of use to common concerns. The
definition
Using whatever
"Environment" necessary to in- directory, once printed, will be
through some
made available
dicate those notations to be listed
in the directory and send the listing distribution and will be placed in
to those faculty mentioned above Adams Library.

H. James Field, at left, confers \\ith Jim Ritter, Pol. Sci. prof. at R.I.C.

talk
40-minute
tempora1ieous
around
primarily
centered
problems in state and local adto
with regard
ministrations
federal programs, and the GOP
chief followed up with questions
and answers,· which pushed the
visit into overtime.
Mr. Field will return to the
campus on November 19 at the
behest of Dr. Carey Rickabaugh of
the Political Science Department.
The state chairman will address
himself to the issue of federal and
state campaign financing laws.
Friends of the polisci department
are welcome to attend at 12 noon in
Craig Lee 201.
-Michael Smith

Photo by Thomas Burke
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Editorial
. On November 22, 1963,President John F. Kennedy was
killed by Lee Harvey Oswald. True or False?
At the time of the assassination, the American people
wanted simply to get that assassin and convict him with
the full brunt of this court system. When Oswald was
captured and evidence of his marksmanship and his Soviet
relations were made public, the people were ready to
crucify. Now many are not so positive about his guilt.
The Warren Commission, of which our beloved
President Gerald Ford was a member, may have withheld
some information from their published report and ignored
facts that would lead them to alternate conclusions.
For what it is worth, the Anchor last semester offered
$100.00to anyone who had information that would lead to
the arrest and conviction of those responsible for Kennedy's death. That offer still stands. The Anchor does not
believe that the President was killed by one man's actions
alone.
The Zapruder film, the two tramps, Oswald's connections with the F.B.I., Hoover ordered destruction of
evidence of threats by Oswald to the Dallas police and the
F.B.I. to stop harrassing his wife, Jack Ruby's connections
with the F.B.I., and more, all lead this writer and an increasing number of citizens to believe that the death was
the result of a carefully plc!nned conspiracy by some
agitated faction.
Did the C.I.A. dislike Kennedy's handling of the Bay of
Pigs incident enough to have him killed? Were there
conservative elements, possibly within the governmental
system that felt Kennedy's liberalism was too great a
threat to them?
The Anchor calls for a congressional inquiry into the
assassination of President John Fitzgerald Kennedy. Until
then, we urge students to make themselves aware of the
issues here and write their congressman!

Thanks B.O.G. For
'Who Killed J.F.K.?'
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Board of
the
Governors for presenting
"Who
documentary
excellent
Killed JFK?" by the Assassination
Information Bureau of Cambridge,
Massachusetts. The Bureau has
done a fine and thorough job of
researching into the horror of
November 22, 1963, and the real
causes behind it. I, for one, was
shocked, frightened and a little
upset by what I saw. Expecting a
"This is how it happened, and
you'd better believe it" type of
presentation, the commentator did
something much more effective:
he gave us factual evidence of the
killing in Dallas twelve years ago,
and allowed us to come to our own
conclusions. When we all left the

auditorium, not one person that I
heard talking now put any faith in
the findings of the Warren Commission of 1964- findings that conclusively stated that Oswald acted
alone, yet with undeniable ballistic
and physical evidence that said
otherwise, evidence that cannot

Dear Editor:
I have read a couple of rather
interesting articles over the name
of Percival M. Ferrara, Jr. When I
asked Mr. Ferrara why he did not
join the Anchor staff, he replied
that' he was contributing editor. If
is really "conMr. Ferrara
tributing editor", why is his name
not printed as such as part of your
Editorial Board?

Richard Conway

lie.

Once again thank you for giving
me the chance to find out the real
story about the murder of John F.
Kennedy, knowledge that scares
me because it was so well-hidden
for so long, and the chilling fact
that it is my government that has
done so - because I am one
American who wants to know the
truth.
Sincerely yours,
Gail F. Coccia

Richard.
me to
Thank you for reminding
on the
name
Percy's
place
masthead. He is a staff writer. not
The items
"editor".
a contributing
do tend to be more
he writes
copy,
news
than
"editorial"
however.
The Editor

Hey! Rubin is Still Alive!
To the Editor:
In the article "The Rolling
Thunder Review" (Nov. 11) there
is a reference to "a tribute to the
boxer and recently
militant
deceased, Hurricane Rubin," a
song by one Bob Dylan.
I profess ignorance on the
subject of the militance of the
boxer (Rubin "Hurricane" Carter), but I am quite sure that Mr.
Carter is as alive as a man can
be under the cirpossibly
cumstances.
Rubin Carter is incarcerated in a
New Jersey prison. He and a friend
were convicted more than eight
years ago on three charges of
murder, in Patterson, New Jersey.
They have been languishing in jail
ever since.
During the eight years since
the
was convicted,
Carter

prosecution's two star witnesses
have recanted their testimony,
saying that they were coerced by
police at the time. Carter and
friend are still in jail. Carter's
after the witnesses'
appeal,
retractions of their testimony, was
denied by the same judge who
presided over their original trial.
Although I do not presume to
know Mr. Zimmerman's thoughts
or intentions, I would hope that his
song about Rubin Carter is not a
tribute to a dead man but an attempt to restore his life.
Apparently the injustice of Rubin
Carter's conviction is not enough;
only public pressure on a wide
scale will secure justice for Rubin
Carter.
Sincerely,
Mark E. Hammond

OPEN LETTER
To All Friends of Jose Gonzalez

FREE LEGAL ADVICE
to

ALL R.I.C. STUDENTS
EVERY

WEDNESDAY - 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.

Student Parliament Office - Student Union

Jose Gonzalez, who is presently a
senior here at Rhode Island
College has been accused of being
involved in a serious crime. He is
innocent, but, unless he is able to
hire the services of a competent
lawyer, justice will not prevail.
Therefore, we are asking all those
who know him or who would like to
see justice, kindly send donations
to:

Dept.
Corrections

- Room 200
Mr. John H. Hines, Jr.

Tel.Ext.518

at Law
Attorney
ed
t
Recommend
Appointmen

Contrary to the subtitle
of the item on Kenneth
Gibson, he was the first
black mayor of a major
eastern city, not the first in
the nation. - Ed.

Defense Fund, Jose Gonzalez,
Street, Providence,
Rhode Island 02909.
Or see: Roberto Gonzalez, CraigLee 064, Rhode Island College, Tel.
831-6600, ext. 248 or 249.
for your
With appreciation
consideration I am,
185 Ford

Sincerely,
Roberto Gonzalez

CanYOUdo

DYNAMITE
art?
graphic
c,,,,,Ill

,,,,

El/lot.
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Forensic

Candidate Lloyd Bentson
Visits R.I.
by Greg Markley

millionaires. The Bentsens made
their dollars through real estate,
selling land in the Lone Star state
at a phenomenal rate.
After serving in the Army and
serving as a judge, young (27;
Lloyd Bentsen became a U. S.
Congressman. His three terms as
a
radiated
a representative
conservative stance and after
seeing how dull Congress was,
Bentsen decided to quit politics to
be an executive in his family's
business.
In 1970, the Texas Democrat
decided to run for U. S. Senator.
Bentsen triumphed over Ralph
Yarborough in the primary and
beat George Bush in the final.
Bush has been
Now that
nominated to head the C.I.A., his
former opponent Bentsen says he
will vote for the nominee.
In the five-year period between
1970 and 1975, the millionaire
voted much more
Senator
liberally than he had in his six
years in the U.S. House. He voted
against the S.S.T., any additional
involvement in Vietnam, and
oil depletion
the
against
- allowance.
of President
The protege
Johnson feels that the issue for
1976 will be inflation and the
recession. He feels that he is the
best qualified candidate to lead
us out of the economic slump we
are in, and he may very well be
right. With his background in
economics, he can probably
comprehend the current crisis
it somewhat.
and alleviate
Bentsen is on the Joint Economic
and the Senate
Committee,
Finance Committee.
The Ford Administration,
Bentsen said last Wednesday in
R. I., is poor in its economics. He
(an
said "Alan Greenspan
economic expert) must be the
smartest man there ever was,
because when Albert Einstein
was around only a few people
liked him, and no one seems to
like Greenspan," so he must be
brilliant.
of State, Henry
Secretary
Kissinger, "places too much
emphasis on China and Russia"
and virtually neglects the other
nations of the world, Bentsen
said. The shakeui;i of the past
week is for the most part ac-

Presidential
Democratic
candidate Lloyd M. Bentsen of
Texas made his second campaign
visit of the year to R. I. on
Wednesday, November 12, 1975.
The soft-spoken Senator was in
the Ocean State to attend a
$100.00 fund raising cocktail
reception at the Providence Civic
Center.
50 people
Approximately
showed up to meet the candidate,
who was guarded by Secret
Service agents. Bentsen has
about 155 committed supporters
in this state, according to Hugo L.
Ricci, Jr., the R. I. chairman.
Bentsen, it appears., is trying to
in the
a ~tract big names
Democratic party, and saving the
intense politicing - the job of
becoming familiar to the average
citizen - till later. This is in
absolute contrast to the grassroots campaign of Fred Harris,
who is disregarding the powerful
politicians and catering to the
middle and lower classes. The
best way to wage a campaign, I
believe is to seek support equally
from the influential and the silent
etc., as Jimmy
Americans,
Carter, Birch Baye, and Morris
Udall are doing. That way, the
lower sectors of society know you
and are less apt to be already
committed to someone else when
you ask for their vote. Naturally,
it is also imperative to court the
party leaders. Without some
support from party leaders, you
will probably never win.
Texas Senator Lloyd Bentsen
has met such powerful city
bosses as Mayor Daley of
Chicago and Mead'e Esposito of
New York City, and he is
vigorously pursuing the labor
leaders of our country.
Mr. Bentsen is unknown, for
the most part, outside Texas, so a
sketch is
brief biographical
The 54 year old
necessary.
Senator was not born into an
affluent family, rich from oil, as
is often the case in Texas. He
instead was one of the chief
reasons for the family becoming
wealthy. His family was building
its fame and fortune while he was
still young, but it was not until he
became involved that they apof
status
the
proached

Society News

by Marcia Slobin

said,
the Senator
ceptable,
because "The President should
have the right to pick his own
people." However·, the firin-g of
James Schlesinger as Defense
Secretary has "damaged the
and
credibility"
President's
eliminated a voice to offset
the Democratic
Kissinger,
nomination seeker said.
Can Lloyd Bentsen attain the
Presidency? My guess is that he
may end up as the Vice
Presidential nominee to someone
like Hubert Humphrey. Though
he is not actively seeking the
the Minnesota
nomination,
Senator has said he would aecept
a draft at the convention. If
George Wallace goes in with a
large amount of delegates, the
liberals will try to pacify the
nominating
by
Wallacites
If the
Humphrey.
moderate
liberals unite behind a candidate,
than the conservative elements of
the Democratic party (Wallace,
Jackson, etc.) will propose a
moderate such as Humphrey.
As for Lloyd Bentsen, the road
to the White House will be a long
one. The left wing of the party
does not accept Bentsen, and the
right wing may not particularly
like his liberal votes and rhetoric.
This branding of him, this attaching a label on a man who
"takes an issue and votes for or
against it not because it is a
liberal or a conservative idea, but
I vote on its own merits," is not
fair.
0

Politicians have been known to
change positions on subjects, but
they usually don't alienate many
of their former supporters.
Unfortunately for Lloyd Bentsen,
he has already been branded and
I do not believe he can get a large
enough base to propel himself
into the Oval office next January
20th.

During the last month, the
Forensic Society has been quite
busy participating in tournaments
at Lehman College and Southern
Connecticut College.
Lehman College in the Bronx
was the teams first tournament of
the year. Pat La Rose participated
while
in Oral Interpretation,
Marcia Slobin and Mike Smith
were one novice switchside Debate
team. This tournament was limited
to the colleges of the Northeast.
Rhode Island College broke a
record by bringing nine people to
the Southern Connecticut College
Tournament on November 8th and
9th. Our adviser Mr. P. Joyce
the group. The
accompanied
following people participated:
Dave D' Am bra, Al Ricci, Sue
Baldyga and Mike Splaine as two
switch side varsity debate teams.
Both teams debated Dartmouth for
a total of four rounds ending up
with a two out of four record. Pat
La Rose, Sue Schmitt and Mary
Paolino participated in Oral Interpretation. Chris Rielly entered
where he
Radio Broadcasting
placed third with the ·top two being
Chris also entered
finalists.
Marcia
Speaking.
Impromptu

Slobin tried a new informative
speech. Persuasive speech and
Impromptu Speech.
Besides debating, Al and Mike
entered into Individual Events
ImAl entered
Competition.
promptu Speaking while Mike
ExImpromptu,
entered
Original Poetry,
temporaneous,
Persuasive
and
Informative
Speaking.
Other schools that participated
in this tournament were the United
Academy,
Coastguard
States
College,
Southern Connecticut
Suffolk University, Saint Rose of
New York, Westpoint, as well as
other topnotch schools.
This was the first tournament for
many people of the year. We are
pleased with the work that these
people did to prepare for a very
vigorous tournament, since there
were over 600 people i::ompeting in
this tournament.
All the people that participated
gained a
in this tournament
valuable learning experience.
According to Mike Splaine, vicepresident of the Forensic Society,
"RIC as a whole for their first
tournament gave their best effort."

Awareness Day a Success
Awareness Day was very successful thanks to all of you who
participated in any way on that
day.
I want to thank my committee
who made Awareness Day happen.
Also thanks to all of the students
who participated by being in a
wheelchair, blind or deaf for part
of the day. The Committee
organized Awareness Day, but
without you it· wouldn't have
worked and it did work!
I would abo like to thank the
people in Forum for your great
coverage.
A lot of improvements have been
made and I'm sure a lot more will
be done.
As you may have noticed if you
picked up a fact sheet, that as of

July 1974,all public buildings have
to be accessible to handicapped
people. I am pleased to say that
RIC is complying with that law the new addition to the dining
center has a ramp and is totally
accessible.
Also many ramps are being installed and buildings are being
made more accessible for the
handicapped p~ople on campus,
making it easier for handicapped
people to pursue the course of
study that they wish.
Keep up the good work, RIC!
you've made it easier for me and
other handicapped students and I
thank you for that! Remember,
accessibility means freedom for
the handicapped.
Kathy Podgurski
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33.,500~000
Unclaimed·
Scholarships

8

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grnnts, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

SCHOLARSHIPS
UNCLAIMED
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
□ I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

-----------------~-----LISTOF
PLEASERUSHYOURCURRENT
TO:
SOURCES
SCHOLARSHIPS
UNCLAIMED
Name ___________________

_

i
I
I
I

Address __________________

_

I

State _____

City•___________

I.
I
L

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)·

________________

--------

I
II

Zip__

J

I

As a member I understand you will mail me
each month an information card on next
months tape. If I do not want that selection,
I mark the appropriate box and mail the card
back. I will only receivethe selectionsthat
interest me and I have prepaid for. I understand the card must be mailed back within
10 days.
CHECK HERE IF YOU 00 N·or WANT TO

I.J!E ~T~ l~H~IR!£TQ]Y

;.£1 -

NAME
___________
:...:A-=D-=D;,.:_R::..::E=S=S
STATE
CITY
_____
.....:,P_;_H.:....:O:...:...N.:....:E:;__
____
=-2.:..:.IP
OCCUPATION
.=.C.=.O.=.L.::.LE=-G=-E=------------

I

Mailto

INC.
AWARENESS
CREATIVE
5030 ParadiseRd. SuiteA-103
las Vegas,Nevada89U9 -

I
I
I

I
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From the Environmental

Edelin Speaks on
'An Abortion Perspective'
the
Edel in,
Kenneth
Dr.
in the well-known
defendant
manslaughter case involving an
abortion spoke in a program
Central
the
at
presented
Congregational Church in Fall
River, Mass. about his reasons for
performing abortions and why he
consictered what he does is not
illegal.
Dr. Edelin said that poverty,
sickness and malnutrition were the
major reasons why he performed
abortions. He also stated that he
would rather do it than see some of
his women patients lay their lives
on the line by having the abortion
"botched up".
He emphasized the fact that he
himself does not advocate abortion
but he feels that women should be
allowed to make the decision. He'd
rather see women be trained in
birth control methods before the
pregnancy but the avenue of
abortion should be considered if

PlATlGNLIM

ITALIC SE1

ContlltnSafountain ptn, fiv,
:Jraltc ni6.s,aniiinstructiorr
manutt( a({ for on(y $5-00..
_,trart mtttl~1a( &-yensh"f-~
St{!T(S ... qr- scrui
co(frqcb,i"k.

chc~k.tc,·P<ntalicCo~p.,132
West 22 St., N.Y., N.Y. 100-i,

Arid50 ant.<fer fi11nd(ir:5

I~~~

Forum

RAILROADS

the pregnant woman does not want
the baby.
The program was sponsored by
the Greater Fall River Committee
for Family Planning, Inc., in
association with the New Bedford
Area Center for Human Services.
During the course of the program a
now
The Ford administration
picket line was formed with antiopposes implementing the highabortion pamphlets being handed
outside the church by members of speed rail project for out "Norththe New Bedford Chapter of east Corridor" as well as bills
Massachusetts Citizens for Life. _ creating jobs to rebuild railroad
tracks around the country.
A pity, for despite the sad state of
Coment: While I agree with Dr.
railroads today they can meet
Edelin on several points, I feel that
there are enough methods of birth
much of our projected transcontrol to prevent conception if the portation needs with minimal
want to get
environmental impact.
women doesn't
And no wonder they are in a sad
pregnant. Abortions should be
performed, if so desired, if the state 1 In the 50 years ending 1971
an insignificant ½ to one-tenth of l
mother or child's life is in severe
or if the possible
per cent of some of $366 billion in
jeopardy
transportation
damages of the
government
psychological
pregnant woman not wanting a spending went for rail, the other
99.95 per cent went to the combaby are irrepairable.
Dr. Edelin presented himself as petition! Recent years have seen
someone who was a victim and not some improvement but much more
a murderer. If he had no choice in should be done.
Why? First consider land use
the matter of an abortion then he
impact. Rail is especially well
should not be blamed afterwards.
suited to serve the central cities so
He said that he would not perform
badly hurt by the automobile age.
abortions if he weren't concerned
about the things that would make a Existing stations and rights-of-way
woman so desperate. "If I'm guilty are greatly under-utilized while
highways and airports are already
about
because I'm concerned
of congested and their expansion
poverty and the suffering
difficult. Note the claim that one
women," Edelin once said, "then
railway track can handle up to
I'm guilty." If we aren't concerned
per hour,
about life and the depredation of it 60,000 passengers
daily, then we too are guilty of the equivalent to some 20 lanes of
expressway 1
killing of the human soul.
Secondly, consider rail's energy
John Toste

IT WON'T
HURT A BIT

CanMeetMany
OfOur
Needs
Transportation
efficiency due to low friction and
low air resistance as one car
shields the next. Studies vary but
apparently trucks require at least 3
times as much energy in moving
freight; a well designed commuter
train can get up to 200 passengermiles per gallon, a bus might get
120, a long distance train (with
diner, lounge, sleepers, etc.) about
70, a local bus 60, the efficient
Boeing 747 jet about 22, your car??
All this has increasing significance
with the energy "crisis". Failure
to conserve requires that much
more of a scramble for energy with
risks to our
its environmental
coasts, massive strip-mining, etc.
Thirdly, better rail service can
reduce air pollution because
compared to cars rail produces no
lead, only 1 per cent of the
hydrocarbons and CO, 7 per cent of

the nitrogen oxides and 53 per cent
per
dioxide
of the sulphur
passenger mile. A bus is roughly
twice as polluting as a train.
considerations
Additional
rail include safety,
favoring
in bad weather,
reliability
potential for reducing noise and
visual pollution and finally, as
anyone who has been on a well run
railway knows, it can be a relaxing
way to travel.
and civilized
Hopefully even now RIC people
will consider using trains when
possible and support measures to
make better service possible.
Barry Schiller

ACTION VOLUNTEERS
WANTED
A limited number of slots are
available next semester for Rhode
in a
Island College students
Year for ACTION
University
by the
program administered
University of Rhode Island.
University Year for ACTION is a
federal program which enables
to receive academic
students
credit while spending a year off
campus working in a poverty
of
on a variety
community

YOUR TV
GUIDE
R.I.C. Forum
Channel 8

research and service related activities.
Each student volunteer receives
a year's academic credit, as
arranged by the College. Volunapproximately
receive
teers
$2,000. for living expenses during
the year.
Any student who is interested in
in the program
participating
should fill out a form available at
the Political Science Department
Office, Craig-Lee 221.

This edition of your campus news
show covers the gamut of interests
- with segments on everything
from Auto Repair to British
Table
Australian
Parliament,
Wine to Rock Music.
Highlighting this half hour show
is a segment on Prism's Great
Pumpkin Drive to R.I. Hospital
and a review of the 10 CC concert
by Michael Splaine. Commentor is
Craig B. Carter.

Featuring:

Band
FivePieceAll Woman
Have your senior portrait
taken for the Y earhook.
Appointments

being made NOW

at Student Union 312, Nov. 17-19
To All Seniors - Now is the time to have your pictures taken for the 1975-76 "Exodus." Don't
hesitate. All pictures must be taken during the week of Nov. 17-19 in Student Union 312. If you fail
to reach this deadline your picture WILL NOT be in the yearbook. Make an effort to be a part of
your yearbook. Don't forget to have your senior pictures taken!
Sincerely,
Gerry Friedman
1975-76 "Exodus"

22· .9:00-1:00
November
UnionRICCampus
Student
$1.00 with r.i.c.i.d.

$1.50 without

Proof of age required!
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This Veteran

CONTINENTAL
CONGRESSON
THE ECONOMY

Has Prohleins
Next year many veterans may
find themselves stranded in the
middle of their pursuit of a posthigh school education; for 1976will
be the "year of the axe" for G.I.
education benefits. As of 1 June,
1976, although a veteran may be
"entitled"
to thousands of more
dollars to continue his study, the
U.S. government simply will not
pay him. Consider the wording of a
notice received by a local veteran,
recently,
from
the Veterans
Administration.
The notice informs him that as of January, 1976

TRUCKING
It's Free
-Drop

your request off at

the ANCHOR office, 3rd fl.,
S.U. Bldg.

LIKE
A RIDE TO CHURCH
SUNDAY MORNING?
Starting
November 9th, a marked car will
be at the entrance to Browne Dorm
(lower entrance, near Security
Office) at 10:45 a.m. each Sunday
to take any interested students to
the Allendale Baptist Church in
Centerdale. No sign up necessary
- JUST COME! - Rev. Richard
Dulin, Chaplain's Office, Ext. 476,
SU 301. (2-2)

:'-iEEDED:
A ride
to East
Providence area from campus on
Wednesd,tys at 9:30 p.m. Will pay.
::l4-J965 and ask for Aura. (2-2)

!UDE DESPERATELY NEEDED
to Willett Ave., Riverside every
Friday afternoon at 2:00. I am
willing to ~hare gas expenses.
Please call Kathy at 861-1308after
:i. Thanks! (2-2)

Give the Gift of
Love This
Christmas

Portrait
Photography
Mountedon
Wood
By R.J. Montonaro

"your remaining entitlement will
be 20 months if used prior to 1 June,
1976."
The "catch" is that the government has made it impossible to use
this money. The government pajs
even a full-time veteran-student a
fixed amount only on a monthly
basis. There is no provision for a
lump sum payment; nor does this
wording mean that a veteran must
merely have enrolled in a program
by 1 June, 1976. It means that he
must have completed his education
by this date or be cut-off at
whatever point he has reached. By
government stipulation, then, it is
not possible to utilize 20 months of
benefits in 5 months. As a consequence, the veteran mentioned
above will be forced to forfeit
nearly $6,000 and, very likely, his
final
two years
of an undergraduate education.
This stipulation
is roughly
equivalent to saying that one may
take a year to pay a debt if he pays
it m six months: except he may not
pay back more than one-twelfth of
that debt per month, with a penalty
for each month over six months. If
this appears to be a desperation
agreement with a loan shark or the
fine print in a contract drawn-up
by a less-than-honorable finance
company (which would probably
be declared illegal), it is not. It is
perfectly legal and is part of a law
(PL 93-508 "Vietnam
Veterans
Assistance Act l passed by the U S.
Congress and signed by the
President-of the United States. If
the government really intends for
veterans to receive all the benefits
to which they are "entitled", why
does it not make arrangements so
that those who have demonstrated
a desire may obtain them?
PERCIVAL M. FERRARA, JR.

re1ninterl

1cith

Thousands of activist groups
across the country
will have
received invitations to take part in
a nationwide Continental Congress
on
the
Economy
held
in
Washington, D.C.
The Congress will serve three
minimum functions. First, it will
bring di\'erse groups into contact
and dialogue over fundamental
economic issues: Second, it will
provide a forum to exchange information between groups; And
third, it will draft a Declaration of
Economic Rights and Grievances,
including a statement in support. of
extendmg democratic principles to
the economic institutions of our
country.
This Congress is long overdue.

call 231-6336

<:0111111011::-:iense

For the past several
years,
thousands of organizations have
been relentlessly pursuing campaigns against the deteriorating
economic conditions of the country. Yet, individual efforts have,
for the most part, lacked the clout
necessary to secure substantial
gains. On occasion, activist groups
have come in conflict with one
another(
consumers vs. labor,
labor vs. environmentalist, and so
on.
The Continental Congress on the
Economy
will bring
together
representatives from every part of
the country under one roof to
discuss a common foe: the giant
multinational
corporation whose
lust for profit and expansion is

seriously undermining the proper
functioning
of our political
institutions,
threatening,
the
economic well-being and security
of the American
people and
destroying
our
natural
environment.
The crisis facing our nation as
we move into 1976 is as severe as
the one that faced our founders 200
years ago. Like them, we must
begin Lo consolidate our individual
efforts into a new movement and a
new vision for America.
Ben
Franklin's words ring out loud and
clear on the eve of our 200th anniversary as a nation:
"We must all hang together,
or most assuredly we will
all hang separately."

At R.I.C., Saving Cents Make Sense
Consumerism
has been occupying the attention of several
classes in the Fundamentals of
Modern Math at Rhode Island
College of late.
As a class project the students of
Dr. Bruce Mielke and Miss Vivian
LaFerla (sections of Math 14ll
have been researching the prices
of various consumer items in
Rhode lsland. The goods which the
classes analyzed ranged from peas
to powerful playthings like cars
and motorcycles.
Dividing into small groups, the
students compared the price of
various brands and products. The
unit price of items was checked

against the individual cost listed on
items too. In some instances the
unit pricing proved to be inconsistent with the actual price
charged. According to Dr. Mielke
it was also learned by the students
that the same product cost different amounts at different outlets
within the ~'lme merchandising
chain.
To share what they learned the
classes held a consumer savings
show in Gaige Hall's Christopher
Mitchell
Reading
Room
on
November 6. Graphs and charts
showing the results of the re:,earch
were displayed and a quality
testing operation was conducted

fl)r visitors. Included in the quality
tests were such observations as the
comparative absorbency of paper
toweling as measured by the
amount of a colored solution different brands could soak up.
Measuring
the water to solid
content in various canned goods
was also a quality test performed.
The student consumer savings
show was open to the RIC community and the general public. The
students also heard three speakers
Edwin Palumbo of the R. I. State
Consumer
Board and Robert
Kilpatrick
and
Barbara
McEach.ern of the Federal Consumer Board.

INTRODUSING
AGREAT
NEW
WI
NOMISTAKE!
1/.'l'f__

On Friday, November? at4p.m.,
we're making a Great Mistake in
Providence. You ought to be there.
If you've ever made a great mi~take, this is a place you can·relate to.
(If you've never made a great mistake, this is your big chance.)
One of our first mistakes was our
~o_n_·ce_s_.
79¢ for a big, juicy hamburger ...... for a monster hamburger.
for the hottest chili in

r

o"'1,~~
Houf">'fr1dt4f

town. And beer and drinks at prices
you've gotta pay to believe.
Our second mistake was thinking
we'd make a profit.
But make no mistake about the
November 7 opening. It's going to be
the biggest thing to hit Providence
since Dewey's victory celebration.
You'll be making a great mistake
if you don't make it. And you'll be
making a Great Mistake if you do.

THE
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Philharmonic Youth Orchestra
Begins Season On Campus
The Rhode Island Philharmonic
Youth Orchestras
will present
their first concert of the season on
Sunday afternoon, November 23 at
3:00 p.m. The concert will take
place in Gaige Hall on the Rhode
Island College campus.
Martin Fischer will conduct the
Senior
Youth
Orchestra
in
Mozart's Overt.1re tu Titus. the
second movement
from Mendelssohn's
Italian
Symphony.
Allegro by Pergolesi and Marche
Militaire
Francaise
by Sa1ntSaens. Mr. Fischer is a Professor
of Music at Brown Universitv
The Junior Youth Orchl·,•: J,
conducted by Thomas Hotundo,
will perform The Great Gate of
Kiev by Mussorgsky, Bolero by

TH£A7RE

HAGfC
Whitney,
and an orchestral
arrangement
of some music by
Chopin. Mr. Rotondo is a member
of the Rhode Island Philharmonic
and is Director of Music for the
Johnston school system.

1

Proceeds from this concert will
go to benefit the String Training
Program of the Youth Orchestra.
This program began three years
ago and is designed to provide
beginning string instruction
to
young children. Tickets for this
concert are $2.00 for adults and
$1.00 for students. They may be
purchased al the office of the
Rhode Island Philharmonic, 39 The
Arcade in Providence,
or by
calling 831-3123.

A World in Dissolution:
Artist's Drawings To Be
Shown At Bell Gallery
''The authentic artist cannot turn
his back on the contradictions that
inhabit our landscape.·· For the
late Robert Smithson - sculptor.
conceptual artist, and designer of
earthworks - the contradictions
include
what he te"med
the
"ponderous illusions of solidity"
created
by man
from
environmental
materials:
glass,
asphalt, slag heaps, strip mine
era lers, belching smoke stacks,
canals. and mounds of earth.
Smithson,
whose
working
drawings from the period 1967-73
will be on display at Brown's Bell
Gallery from Nov. 14 lo Dec. 7,
displaced or rearranged fragments
of the technological world around

him in ways that are evocative of
the dissolution and reorganization
of earth's fi111temass. "Fragments
of a greater fragmentation,"
he
called his "Nonsites," or abstract
groupings of real-world materials.
A drawing
for a Smithson
exhibition at Cornell shows heaps
of slag in a room, with photographs
and maps of an iron ore mine
leaning against them. In another
drawing, Smithson proposes that a
floating island. consisting of a
barge covered with earth, trees,
and grass
be pulled around
Manhattan by tugboat. Smithson's
last earthwork,
completed
by
friends after his 1973 death at age

Photographing
by Dr. T.S. Tegu
Department of '.\lodern Languag<'s

The sonnet "Full Fathom Five" from the Tempest
by Shakespeare is one of my favorites and one which
fascinated me as a young man, and continues to
fascinate me. It suggests a sunken ship, treasure, and
the exotic heauly of things submerged. Shakespeare
described this as "rich and strange . .,
"Full of fathom five thy father lies:
Of his bones are corral made:
Those are pearls that \1·ere his eyes:
Nothing of him doth fade
But doth suffer a sea-change
Into something rich and strange.
Could I approach expressing this image through

RIC Photography

Prof.

To Exhibit at Howard U.
Howard University's College of
Fine Arts James A. Porter Gallery
will exhibit
"Conjurgraphs,"
Themes From the African Continuum, 48 Photographic Prints in 6
Suites" by Lawrence F. Sykes,
associate professor of art at Rhode
Island College. The show will go on
display on November 13 and will
run through December 5. The
gallery is open weekdays 9 a.m. to
5 p.m, and Saturdays 12 noon to 4
p.m.
On November 12 there will be a
"preview opening" with the artist
from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
During the spring of 1975 while
on sabbatical leave from RIC,
Professor Sykes, a film-maker and
photographer, served as visiting
lecturer in graphic design at the
University
of Science
and
Technology in Kusami, Ghana. His
recent exhibits include shows at
the College of Art at the University
of Science and Technology in
Kusami and the Ghana Cultural
Center in Kusami. He is also
represented
in the traveling
exhibit of the New York City
Museum of Natural History called
"Children of Africa."

He has also shown his work
frequently in Rhode Island and at
The Studio Museum in New York
City and at West Virginia State
College in Institute, West Virginia.
Sykes has traveled extensively in
South America and Africa making
still photos and films. He has
lectured
at Brown University
under the auspices of the Brown
Afro-American Studies program.
A graduate of Morgan State
College, Sykes earned a master's
degree in art education at Pratt
Institute. He lives at 914 Hope
Street, Providence.

37, is a spiralling earth and stone
ramp in an Amarillo,
Texas
irrigation lake.
The exhibition
of Smithson
drawings is free and open to the
public. The Bell Gallery in the List
Art Building is open weekdays
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
weekends from 1 to 4 p.m.

In
conjunction
with
the
exhibition,
the
Brown
Art
Department will show two films
made by Smithson about his earthworks,
"Spiral
Jetty"
and
"Swamp." The films will be run
Wednesday, Dec. 3 at 7 p.m. in
Room 120 of the List Art Building.
The public is invited.

A Sonnet

photography? 1t has cost me many hours of labor
working in my cellar with my camera, two lamps and
a number
of props. The pearl photographs
beautifully. Photographing a sonnet, especially a
Shakespearean one is a big undertaking.
The silent and exotic world beneath the sea is also
well expressed by John Steinbeck in The Pearl:
"And the pearl settled into the green water and
dropped towards the bottom. The waving branches of
the algae called to it and beckoned to it. It settled
down 'o the sand bottom among the fern fem-like
plants. And the pearl lay on the floor of the sea A
crab scampering over the bottom raised a little cloud
of sand, and when it settled the pearl was gone.
"And the music of the pearl drifted into a whisper
and disappeared."
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Government.
Q. Can the Government legally
garnishee your wages or seize your
bank accounts?
A. Not without a hearing in the
Judicial Branch of Government
before a jury, if you desire it, when
the amount in controversy is over
$20. (See Amendment VII of the U.

The Anchor
Horoscope
II\ Shelfn

Salllo:-.

Wed .. l\ov. l!l through
Tues .. i\ov. 25

starting
ARIES: Conditions begin improving
From Friday through Sunday
Wednesday.
headaches from home may cause problems.
Monday and Tuesday are romantically inspiring
so turn on that marvelous Aries charm.
TAURUS: Financially, Wednesday and Thursday
look good - the perfect lime to get some bargain
buys or that stereo you always \\anted. The
weekend is excellent for written communications.
but not lo loved ones. Next\\ eek opens with peace
and quiet at home for you.
GEMINI: Wednesday and Thursday are super days
for shy Geminis who are looking for romance.
Now is your time to swing. Possessions are endangered this weekend. Monday and Tuesday
offer some surprising yet beneficial news.
CANCER: The remainder of the week recommends
seclusion if vou want lo accomplish anything.
Friday through Sunday you may feel aggressive
but suppress these drives until the stars look
better. Early next week money matters improve.
LEO: Friendships have much to offer you the rest of
this week. Friday may bring the end of
something. This weekend put aside all tendencies
toward self-undoing. The highlight days of the
month could be Monday and Tuesday so hatch all
plans.
VIHGO: Beneficial aspects surround your public
image Wednesday and Thursday. Friends cause
trouble from Friday on, so work alone and avoid
parties. Monday and Tuesday may also be more
rewarding if you slay in isolation.
LIBRA: Dreams may come true Wednesday or
Thursday. There is also a possibility of good news
from a distance. The weekend is unstable and in

some way may damage your good reputation The
beginning of next week brings fun and friendship.
SCORPIO: It may be necessary to utilize your powers
of intuition this week so stay alert. Friday through
Sunday are dangerous for travel. Monday and
Tuesday are favorable for planning the future or
straightening out career ambitions.
SAGITTARIUS: Wednesday and Thursday are advantageous for partnerships. The weekend looks
very depressing for you tempermental Sagittarians. but hang on because next week starts
with a bang. Monday and Tuesday should be
('xcellent for getting away and enjoying life.
CAP HICORN: The rest of the week is best for
working your tail off - you will accomplish much.
Friday through Sunday personal relations with
friends are cloudy. The start of next week is good
for a task requiring scrutiny.
AQl'AHIUS: Romance is the key word Wednesday
and Thursday - start flirting. Health problems
crop up over the weekend, unless you take care of
;,ourself. Good aspects surrounding Monday and
Tuesday with close associates in a helpful
position.
PISCES: Relatives are very cooperative Wednesday
and Thursday; their advice may be worthwhile.
Complications set in Friday through Sunday
regarding your iove life: avoid getting overemotional. Next week starts with a marvelous
opportunity lo make an academic achievement.
To all Anchor Horoscope readers:
If there's a· particular problem or concern which
you would like me lo analyze astrologically, I
would like Lohear from you. Address your letters
to: Anchor Horoscope, and bring them up to the
Anchor office,, third floor, Student Union. I'll
answer as many as I can.

S. Constitution).
Q. Are you implying by these
answers that the IRS men will
knowingly violate the citizen's
Rights?
A. Yes. They do it every day
because the American people do
not know their rights nor do they
wish to defend them.

Bucking The MedicalIndustrial Complex
On December 2, a colloquium
will be presented dealing with the
aspects of
"how-to"
concrete
dealing with the health problems of
low-income people. With 13 per
in Rhode
cent unemployment
Island and major gaps in the insurance coverage of most Rhode
Islanders, the responsiveness of
the Medical Can Industry to the
poor and the sick has become a
major crisis.
The colloquium will be held in
Life Science Bldg., Rm. 050,
Tuesday, December 2 between 1
p.m. and 3 p.m. The principal
speaker will be Mr. Will Collette, a
o! Rhode Island
1974 graduate
College who, through the ComCommission,
Affairs
munity

helped organize the nation's first
Health Advocate Project.
Mr. Collette has worked to
over 50 community
organize
organizations and agencies into a
coalition over health issues. The
groups in the Coalition work to find
persons with low-income and
health problems, using all possible
efforts to find ways to find and
finance needed health care.
The colloquium is open to all
members of the RIC Community
and is expected to be of particular
interest to those students and
faculty in human service fields,
such as Sociology, Nursing, Social
Welfare and Psychology. This
colloquium was arranged with the
cooperation of the Nursing and
Sociology Departments.

theTown
Around

Your Rights and the I.R.S.
Because of the bluffing and
browbeating by the agents, few
Americans are aware of the rights
they have in refusing the demands
of the Internal Revenue Service.
Here are replies to some basic
questions:
Q. Does the 16th (Income Tax)
Amendment give the IRS the right
to look at your records?
A. No. You may voluntarily
submit them. The highest ranking
attorney for the IRS admitted to a
investigation
Congressional
committee that pleading the 5th
Amendment against possible selfincrimination could be a "good
faith" challenge which the IRS
would have to respect.
Q. Does the IRS have the right to

employers
force
withholding taxes?

to

collect

A. No. The IRS is in violation of
Section I of Article XIII of the U. S.
as
which reads
Constitution
follows: "Neither slavery nor
involuntary servitude, except as a
punishment for crime whereof the
party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United
States, or any place subject to their
jurisdiction." Employers are not
being paid for the work and costs
involved in performing the involuntary servitude of collecting
taxes for the bureaucrats who are
subverting the Constitution.
Revenue
Q. Is an Internal
Summons to have you produce
records and answer questions

legal?

A. No. Under Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure a Summons must
issue as a result of a properly filed
complaint, it must be over the
signature of the Clerk of the Court,
and it must be issued over the seal
of a Court in the Judicial Branch of
the Federal Government.
Q, Does not the IRS Summons do
all this?
A. No. The IRS is not a court; the
agent who signed the Summons is
not a Judge. Even the Tax Court is
illegal because it has heretofore
always been in the Executive
Branch of Government with no
trials by jury. Now the IRS is
trying to illegally transfer the
Court to the Legislative Branch of

JOAN BAEZ fans demand equal time. The Rolling Thunder Review was too often called the Dylan Concert.
This excellent photo was taken by Debbi Avarista.

ON CAMPUS

Nov. 18- B.O.G. Concert, Dark Star. 8 p.m., Gaige Auditorium.
Films, "West Side Story" at 8 p.m. in
Nov. 19 - Distinguished
Gaige Auditorium.
Nov. 19- Student Par I iament meeting at 7 :30 p.m. in the Student
Chambers.
Union, Parliament
no ad"The Changeling",
Nov. 19 - Preview performance,
mission, 8:15 p.m., Roberts Auditorium.
8: 15 p.m.,
R.I.C. Theatre, "The Changeling,"
Nov. 20-23 Roberts Auditorium.
Nov. 20-21 - Jay Bolotin at the Mermaid Coffeehouse, Student
Union, 8 p.m.
Nov. 22- Gay Alliance Mixer, Student Union, 9 p.m. - l a.m.
8
Gaige Auditorium,
Nov. 23 - B.O.G. film, "Lion in Winter,"
p.m.
IN TOWN
drawing from the R. I. Lung
Through Jan. 2 - Children's
Association, Providence Public Library.
by Robert Smithson, List Art
Drawings
Through Dec. 7 Building, Brown University.
Nov. 18- Brown films, "A Pocketful of Miracles" at 7: 30 p.m. in
List Auditorium
Nov. 18- Beach Boys concert at the Civic Center, 8:00 p.m.
Nov. 19- Poetry reading, Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62 Prospect St.,
Providence, 7:30 p.m.
Nov, 19- Rhode Island Feminists film, "The Black Room" at 8
r,.m., Chafee, URI.
My Sweet" at 7:30 p.m.,
Brown films, "Murder
Nov. 19 "Phoenix City Story" at 9:30 p.m. at Cinematheque.
Nov. 20-30- Lee Hall (new president of RISO), recent paintings.
Woods-Gerry Gallery.
Nov. 20 - Jose Limon Dance Company, Univ. of Connecticut
8: 15 p.m. Call (203) 486-4226.
Auditorium,
Nov. 20 - URI Jazz Ensembles, James F. Mabry, director,
Recital Hall, URI, 8 p.m.
Nov, 20- RISO films, Claude Chabrol Festival. "Nada" at 7:30
p.m., RISO Auditorium.
Nov. 21 - Roger Williams Theatre presents "In a Glass Darkly"
at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m., Roger Williams Coffeehouse, Roger
Williams College, Bristol. Admission 50 cents.
Nov. 21 - Brown films, "The Earrings of Madame De" at 7 p.m.,
"The Life of O-Haru" at 9:30 p.m., "Machine Gun Kelly" at
midnight, in Carmichael Auditorium.
Orchestra with Community Chorus
Nov. 22- R. I. Philharmonic
"Leonore"
Beethoven's
Ninth,
Beethoven's
of Westerly.
Providence,
Overture No. l. Veterans Memorial Auditorium,
8 :30 p.m.
Nov. 22 - Brown films, "La Rupture" at 7 & 9:30 9.m. in Car"Summer of '42" at 7 p.m., "The Nickel
michael Auditorium;
at midnight
Ride" at 9 :30 p.m.; "The Bride of Frankenstein"
in Faunce House.
Nov. 23 - Ravel Program performed by URI Faculty, Recital
Hall, URI, 8 p.m.
Joseph Conte and
Nov. 23 - YPSORI Recital with violinist
pianist Stephen Massoud. Alumnae Hall, Brown Univ., 4 p.m.
Nov. 23 - R. I. Dance Repertory Company, "Where the Wild
Things Are" at 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Nov. 24 - R. I. Chamber Music Concerts - The New Hungarian
quartet in Alumnae Hall, 8:30 p.m., Brown Univ.
Nov. 24- Brown films, "The Scarlet Empress" at 7:30 p.m., "La
Boheme" at 9:30 p.m. in Cinematheque.
Nov. 25 - Allman Bros, at Civic Center, proceeds to Jimmy
Campaign. 8 p.m., $6.50.
Carter Presidential
Nov. 25- Brown films, "Two Rode Together" at 7:30 p.m., "The
Far Country" at 9:30 P-11)· in List Auditorium.
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FREE CLASSIFIED

SALE

) WANTED

I

) NOTICE
LOST & FOUND

~----ll

PERSONAL

DEAR J.A.S. We know what you
and your partner in crime are
doing. Give yourselves up or else.
From the ones who know. P.S.
Thanks for the posters. (1-2)

November 9th a marked car will be
at the entrance to Browne Dorm
(lower entrance, near Security
Office) at 10:45 a.m. each Sunday
to take any interested students to
BAPTIST
ALLENDALE
the
CHURCH in Centredale. No sign up
necessary: JUST COME! - Rev.
Richard Dulin, Chaplain's Office,
Ext. 476, SU 301. (2-2)

DEAR ROSIE, I got tired of being
a wallflower; in a wallflower
dorm. I will return when the
situation changes. Rose Butler
Brown. (2-2)

furniture
CANED,
CHAIRS
repaired. Fast service, reasonable
rates. Call 231-5987. (2-2)
THE ANCHOR OFFICE has information about jobs as foreign
Jobs are
service secretaries.
available now. Information on
bulletin board in Anchor Office. (2-

TO MY GUINEA PIGS: "Up your
nose with a rubber hose." (1-2)
DEAR LYNN: We know you want
to own a piece of the "Rock"!
From your future Bridesmaids. (2-

2)

Telephone No.

._

_ __
_______

Please Type or Print & Return to ANCHOR Office
F78X14, E78Xl4 with rims. Good
condition. $30 per pair. Call Jim
Bierden at Ext. 541 or 831-2495. (221

[forsale
Fender
FOR SALE: Guitar:
l\Taple neck, cream
Telecaster.
color, wilh case. Just like new.
i\sking reasonable price. Call Niki
al Exl. 427 or 231-0529after 5 p.m.
( 1-21

FOH SALE: Girl's 10 speed bike.
Executive. In excellent condition.
Call 762-4413any night after 6 p.m.
( 2-2)

FOR SALE: One Federal 230
enlarger: 125 volts 90 watts; lamp
FOR SALE: Accordian with case.
Good condition. $160.00. 831-7763. wattage 75: f 6.3-32. $25, excellent
condition. Call Susan at Ext. 551 or
( 1-2)
942-1496evenings. (2-2)
piano.
FOR SALE: Electric
Hardly used. l yr old. $550.00 8317763. ( 1-2)
FOR :,ALE: Kawasaki 400, 1975.
Excellent condition, 3 months old.
600 miles, best offer. 421-4459.( 1-2)
FOR SALE: VW Minibus, 1965.
1968 engine, needs appreciation
and al fection, also some minor
repairs. Must sell as soon as
possible - price is very negotiable.
Call 828-7976 <keep trying). (1-2)
FOR SALE: Record albums: jazz,
excellent
rock, and popular;
condition: 50 cents to one dollar
each. Call Paul at 331-0355after 5.
( 1-2)
FOR SALE: Amplifier - Peavey:
VTA 400, 200 Watts RMs 8, 12's with covers. $625.00.Call after 4:00
or any time on Saturdays or
Sundays, Joe, 722-2636. (2-2)
FOR SALE: Snow tires, 2 pair.

FOR SALE: Skis; Gerdu, metal
uppers, fiberglass bottoms, 185
cm: No. 1595; step-in Salvax Hope
bindings adjustable. Asking $35.
Exl. 551 or 942-1496 evenings.
Susan. (2-2)
FOR SALE: Ski boots, women's
size 6, buckle-type, Austrian make,
leather, Val. D. !sere. Worn twice.
$25. Ext. 551 or 942-1496evenings.
Susan. (2-2)
FOR SALE: Handcrafted items pottery, leather, jewelry, plants,
The
weaving, toys. Hands alternate gift store, 1017 Smith St.·
( 1-2)

on
MATH CLUB MEETING
Wednesday, Nov. 19th, at 2 p.m. in
the Mitchell Room, Gaige 374.
Panel discussion on careers for
mathematicians will be presented .
Come and enjoy refreshments.

2)

DEAR L.L., I know that you stole
the Rathskellar poster from the
Student Union. You lush you!. You
can't resist, can you? From "The
Joker" (2-2)

days between 5 and 7 p.m. 0-2)
FOR SALE: 1972 Sunshine yellow
Capri, Standard, 4 cyl., Panasonic
FM eight track (portable). Radials
and snow. Under 50,000 miles.
$1750. Call 364-7245. 0-2)

I Notice

~

WORKSELF-ASSERTIVENESS
SHOP, Thursday, Dec. 4, 9:45
a.m.-5:00 p.m., $10 donation. For
information call 863-2706 or 8847583 n;ghts. (1-2)

NOTICE: Contrary to an ad run
the last two weeks, Spanish 113 has
been scheduled for the spring
semester. So has French 113. (1-2)

LiWANTED,
BABYSITTER
censed, one 15 month old. Cranston, Warwick or R.I.C. area. Call
944-7351. ( 1-2)

DEAR D.P. Of all the hours spent
in the library you'd think you
would get some work done but we
know about your rendevous between the D's and the E's. From
the Spies. 0-2)

FOR SALE: Jeep, 1967, V6,' good TEST TAKING WORKSHOPS are
condition. $900 firm. Call 781-2119. being offered by the Counseling
and Special Services Center. Call
( 1-2)
Ext. 313 or drop by CL 128 to sign
FOR SALE: Men's skiing equip- up. Also, Study Skills Workshops.
{1-2)
unused. Skis,
ment. Practically
poles, boots (sz. 10112) and goggles.
Asking $120. Very excellent con- LIKE A RIDE TO CHURCH
dition. Call 944-6683 during week SUNDAY MORNING? Starting

A deliciousSirloin Steak
plus
goldenbrownFrenchFries
plus
1 frostypitcher· of beer
plus
all the saladyou wantto make.

Steak, 1 pitcher of beer andmore.Now only$3.95.
SundaythroughThursday,withthis ad

have
do in
I stay
(2-2)

DEAR ACTION: Why don't you
say hello while in the library? You
torment my heart so! Let me be
your bosom buddy. Signed: Hot
Lips. 0-2)
.

I

MR. BUTLER BROWNE is a
convicted murderer, escaped from
prison to avenge Rose's kidnapping. Beware!

[lostfound(!)]
LOST in month of September one heshe & blood coral earring. If
Cont. to Pg. 10

COOKING
~ORNER

2)

u

DEAR SMITTY, Do camels
lips? Do you know what to
case of an emergency? Can
with you? From "The Liar"

[ Personals J
ELMER, First time I ever saw a
monk at Lincoln Woods. I never
knew they did those things. Talk
about a chapel in the pines!!!Till
next time, Marsha. (1-2)

WANT BETTER TERM PAPER
GRADES? Contact GSI. P.O. Box
2145, Pawtucket, R.I. 728-7176. (1-

DEAR PIZZA FREAK: You better
have those cravings checked out.
Does this mean another trip to the
gynecologist? You devil, you! (2-2)

FACULTYJEWISH
RIC
ASSOCIATION
STUDENT
presents a conversation with Jason
Blank <RIC, Sociology) on "Never
Again ... Safe?" Mon., Nov. 17, 7:30
p.m., Faculty Center (Reading
Room). 0-2)

ALL R.I.C. ALUMNI are invited to
participate in the Third Annual
R.I.C. Arts and Crafts Show to be
held in February, 1976. Contact
Alumni House by November 30,
1'975.831-6600, Ext. 315. 0-2)

Knock any kids
Oh, I hear you shove
little noses. Signed:
Pigs". (2-2)

HI TEACH!
around today?
chalk up their
"Your Guinea

V

by
Elaine

-

Tagliarini

An Italian

Having a small, informal dinner? Tagliarini, an Italian skillet
dish, is a superb supper to serve
some friends, and makes a great
one-dish meal for you campers, (It
sure tastes good on a cool, autumn
night.)
The Ingredients (In order of
Three tablespoons
appearance):
olive oil, one pound ground beef,
1½ teaspoons salt, one-eighth
teaspoon black pepper, a few
grains of cayenne pepper, one
teaspoon oregano, one medium
onion (chopped, about¾ cup), one
clove garlic (minced), one medium
green pepper (chopped, about ¾
cup), two cans (one pound each) of
Italian style tomatoes, one can (10
oz.) whole kernel corn with liquid,
one can (7 oz.) pitted ripe olives

I

Anchor

I

I
I

Dream

(drained), four oz. (l1h cJps)
uncooked noodles, ¼ to ½ cup of
grated f>armesan_ cheese OR one
cup grated sharp cheddar cheese.
NOW - Heat the olive oil in a
large, heavy skillet. Brown the
meat. Add all the remaining ingredients EXCEPT the cheese,
cover and cook over a low heat,
stirring occasionally, for about 25
minutes. Remove the lid and cook
for ·another 10-15 minutes.
If Parmesan cheese was your
choice serve up the Tagliarini and
sprinkle it with cheese. If you like
cheddar better, fold it carefully
into the mixture and serve. And if you're in an adventurous mood,
use both - it's good any way (even
without the olives).

Subscription

EMERSONSITID
I

D' amore

C,pntlrnu·n:
t h'rP is m, hard earned $2.SO.Please send your informative

Form
publication

to ...

'\anie

Cocktails,wineand beer available.

I
I
I

East Providence-1940
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RIC Examines Why
Johnny Can't Write
Takes Remedial Action
"Reeding, writting, and 'rithmattic" - all too often of late
errors such as these and worse ar~
becoming commonplace
in the
writing of college and university
students across the country.
At Rhode Island College the
concern
regarding
writing
deficiencies
among
entering
students has impelled the college
to undertake a new program. A
Writing Center has been created to
screen all incoming freshmen and
,1r.1lyze their writing atility. Those
who are identified as needing
remedial work are tutored and
helped at the center. Two tests, a
screening exam and a diagnostic
test. de1ermine
the incoming
students' writing proficiency.
Dr. Benjamin McClelland, of \J(,
Elliot Avenue, North Providence,
-1ssistant professor of English is
coordinc:tor of the RIC Writing
Center. He discussed the testing
procedure which is used to screen
the entering freshmen during the
summer prior to the opening of
college.
"The diagnostic test measures
proficiency
in English
composition. Within the limits of three
40 minute tests, the diagnostic test
provides a complete profile of the
student's
level of competence,
covering pre-writing and sentence
style as well as grammar and
mechanics,"
Divided into three parts, the test
covers mechanics, grammar and
diction, and sentences and larger
elements.
According
to
McClelland some of the questions
are mastery items which everyone
at the freshman level should know
and others are discrimination
items to identify those who do very
well. The test used is a standardized writing exam designeu by
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
In addition to the standardized
diagnostic test, the Writing Center
administers
an English Composition Screening Test which
McClelland developed. Its purpose
is to identify, through evaluation of
a writing sample, writers who are
_deficient in the basic skills of
writing English. Entering students
write a four to five hundred word
es-;ay which is evaluated by an instrucLOr of English composition.
The screening exam is evaluated
according to basic rules of standard English usage and com-

Hypnosis

LEARN-TO-SKI

➔•

Entire class travel
_____________

Address
i

Date: November 24 thru Dec. 19.
6th Lesson is Monday, December 29

any two

to Whipple Gymnasium
order payable to RIC

Days I ) Mon.

_
•

Friday.

WANTED: Used car - 6 _cyl.,
preferably
automatic
transmission. Must be good running,
dependable car. Needed for young
girl. Reasonably priced. Call Joan
at 351-8757. (2-2)
WANTED: Female roommate to
share cozy 5 room apartment
located off Chalks tone Ave. about 1
mile from school. $45 a month rent
(plus utilities). Call 331-4522 after
6:30 or ask for Karen at Donovan.
(2-2)

#456. 78cR

TA.xcoFrzz:

•

Nov. 21 with

Check

or

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SEX
Sex Information and Referral Service (S.I.R.S.)
Our referral list is a guide to community agencies where
gynecological, and pregnancy testing can be done.
Also, information on:

Cont. from Pg. 9

you have it or see it around please
contact Sue, Browne Hall at 8319464 or Ext. 833. It was a present!
Thanks. (2-2)

•

( I Tues. { I Wed. ( ) Thur. { ) Fri.
no later than
Ski CLUB.

bara Barstow, string quartet.
Gregory Zeitlin, woodwind quintet
and John Pellegrino, brass quintet.

THE

_______________________

Return
Money

The Rhode Isl,·nd Philharmonic
will present a series of chamber
music ensemble r,oncerts in junior
high schools throughout the state
during the months of November
and December. Each of the part ici pa ting schools will receive a
series of three concerts by the
Orchestra's
string
quartet,
woodwind
quintet
and brass
quintet. The programs are interelated by the musicians as to
style and content.
Communities receiving concerts
this 1 ear are Providence, Cranston. Middletown, Warren, East
(; reenwich. Portsmouth, Bristol.
Warwick.
CumBarrington.
berland, East Providence, and
North Smithfield. These programs
are provided at no charge to the
schools and are made possible
through grants to the Orchestra
from the National Endowment for
the Arts and the Rhode Island State
Council on the Arts.
Leaders of the three ensemble
groups, all principal chajr players
with the Philharmonic are Bar-

20.

to a ski slope in New Hampshire.
_
Phone ______

Check

RIC Philharmonic Takes
Music to the Schools

Recipe

Session 111: Monday, January 26 thru Friday, February
6th Lesson is Sunday, February 22~

These students must successfully
complete these courses before
going on to register for General
Studies courses which are required
for graduation.
In addition,
many entering
students have been urged to enroll
in English 110, "Experiments
is
Prose Writing."
At the Writing Center individuals
register
and are tutored,
do
computer-assisted remedial work,
and listen to audio tapes to help
them improve their writing. Approximately 22 students. per day
have been using the service for an
hour and one.-half each1 According
to McClelland the center has also
been utilizing peer tutoring by
having upper class students who
are proficient in writing help the
clients of the Writing Center.
Al the end of the current
semester all of the fr~shmen will
be re-examined with the same
diagnostic test to determine what
improvement has occurred.

tlASDE

Monday thru Friday and two days starting at 6: 30 p.m.
Place: Cross Saber Ski Shop in Barrington, R. I.
Starting

courses which deal with writing
are
listed
and
described.
Suggested readings ·and tips and
improving writing skills are included.
The Writing Center currently is
150
servicing
-approximately
students,
each
of whom is
registered and pursuing individual
programs to improve their writing.
While only freshmen took the
screening and diagnostic tests,
upperclassmen
are also taking
advantage of the center's services
lo improve their writing skills.
Many have been referred
by
faculty members.
All of the 15.6 per cent of the
freshman class which did not
achieve satisfactory scores on the
diagnostic lest have been required
lo lake a remedial writing course,
English
010, ·'Basic
Writing
Skills,. Also. students for whom
Eng_lish is a second language must
enroll in English 011, "Writing
English as a Se-::ond Language."

:

BeginningSki Lesson$25.00 six lessons

Name

461-0300

served that nearly three quarters
of the freshman class at the college
continues to come from the top two
fifths of their high school class. The
deficiency in writing ability stems
not from any lowering of admission
standards,
but indicates
that
Rhode Island students are similar
lo their counterparts across the
country. The fact is that !oday's
freshman is not as well equipped
to write as previous genPrations.
Whether increased
childhood
television viewing by the current
crop of college
students
or
inadequate
secondary
school
curricula or various and sundry
other postulated causes are to
blame is a question which will
occupy hundreds of paies
in
professional journals and result in
much receiminalion.
"Al RIC, however," McClelland
asserted, ''we realize that buckpassing will not attenuate
the
illiteracy which threatens to destroy the value of our language, and
hence the value of our culture."
"The establishment
of the
Writing Center completes a full
complement
of
supportive
educational services for students
who need help at the basic level in
several
curricular
areas.
Moreover, we are giving greater
attention to writing in courses in all
academic departments and at all
class levels to augment the writing
effectiveness of our most proficient
students."
Two
booklets
have
been
prepared by McClelland, one for
faculty members and one for
students. The publications, both
entitled
"Ways ··to Successful
Writing at Rhode Island College",
describe in great detail RIC's
efforts
to
remedy
writing
problems.
The tests and the
criteria used to evaluate student
writing are spelled out and all RIC

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

Weight ioss. smoking, habit breaking
and habit building.
Learning-studying-memory
skills.
Turn to Classified
Ads ("Notice"
section)
for
more
information.

position. These include correct
spelling,
punctuation,
and
grammar.
appropriate
diction,
organization. r1s the plan, purpose,
and method of the essay clearly
apparent?).
and content (is the
central
idea clear, adequately
developed and supported? J.
McClelland noted that in light of
recent
reported
significant
declines in the national verbal test
scores of students taking the
college board exams it was expected that there would be a substantial percentage
of entering
students
with some
writing
deficiencies
"One recent validation of our
kids' problems
with language
usage came in The Chronicle of
II igher Education," he observed.
"Malcolm Scully reported, 'the
average
scores of high-school
students on the SAT dropped
dramatically
between l\J74 and
1975- down 10 points on the verbal
section.' This decline following in
the wake of drops every year for a
decade,
is the largest
ever
reported by the College Entrance
Examination Board," McClelland
said.
,
At RIC the writing skill of 15.6
per cent of the entering class has
been determined to be below the
acceptable level as reflected by the
diagnostic screening exam. The
test results suggested that these
freshmen, approximately
140 in
number, would not be able to complete
their
undergraduate
education successfully at their
current level of writing ability.
Further, the tests revealed that approximately half of the entering
class write at a minimally acceptable level, McClelland said.
RIC Admissions Director John S.
Foley concurs with McClelland's
suggestion that the RIC test results
reflect national patterns. He ob-
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* 2 oz. Jose Cuervo Tequila
*Juice from one lime (or 2 tbsp.)
* 1 tsp. sugar
* 2 dashes orange bitters
* White of one egg
* A glass is quite helpful, too.

V.D.,

abortion
birth control
homosexuality
rape
sexual dysfunctions
sterilization
Each agency listed includes their address and telephone number, the area
they serve, hours open and fee (if any,).

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday from 1-4 p.m.
We are located under Donovan Dining Center
Drop-in or call ext. 474 or 521-7568
Normand Parenteau
Frances Stahlbush
co-ordinators

JOSE CUERVO'"TEQUILA. 80 PROOF.
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY© 1975, HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD, CONN.
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R.I.C. Recreation Dept.
Sponsoring
selected on a first-come, firstserved basis.
Entry fee will be $30.00per team.
Teams entering must have a 10man roster. Roster and entry fee
must be in by November 24.
Teams that are interested,
please contact: John Taylor, Ext.
350 or Paul Stroup, Ext. 350.

EXPLOITED
TO EXTINCTION

R.I.C. Hockey Chm Statistics
Won ..3

Lost ... 1

Tied ... l

Scoring Leaders+
Player

Goals
10+
4
2
4
2
5
1
1
0
0
0
0

Ruscetta
Ciresi
Sgambato
DeOrsey
Potenza
Cote
Gordon
Marchand
Astphan
Dunphy
Venditto
Webster
Leite
Goaltenders

Assists
7
7
9
5
6

2
3
3
2
1
1
0
Aver
3.81
0.00
4.50

GA

Webster
Choiniere
Suchwalko

13
0
3

Total
Penalties
17+
4
8
4
14
10
2
2
4
8
2
4
4

Total
Points
17+

The great whales are being exterminated. They have little chance. The whales die an
ugly death with torturous, delayed-action,
grenade-headed harpoons exploded deep
within their bodies. Tracked by sophisticated radar and sonar, they are easy targets as
they come to the ocean's surface-to breathe. There is no romance in whaling todayonly systematic butchering. Man has nearly destroyed these mysterious creatures
without understanding them or their place in the ecosystem.
To the whale killers, whales represent nothing more than the money they can
bring-huge
creatures to be rendered into so many barrels of by-products. They
have forgotten whales are very much like us. They descended from land-dwelling
mammals, are warm-blooded and breathe air. They have highly-developed
brains.
They bear their young alive and nurse them, and the bond of closeness will cause a
mother to fight for her baby. They live in family groups, communicatfng
to each
other through the dark and lonely void of the sea by sounds, some of incredible
melody. They have a right to life.
Yet, these gentle, curious, intelligent creatures are turned into things like crayons,
shoe polish, fertilizer, lipstick, food for ranch-raised, fur-bearing animals, pet food
and margarine. Little whale meat is eaten by humans. EVERYTHING MADE FROM
WHALES CAN BE MADE FROM SUBSTITUTES. THERE IS NO NEED TO CONTINUE
THE KILLING. STILL, MAN HAS KILLED MORE WHALES IN THE PAST 50 YEARS
THAN IN THE PREVIOUS 400.

11
11

9
8
7
4
4
2

Periods
Played
14
2
2

Today JAPAN and RUSSIA do the killing. Despite the world's recognition of the
urgent need to stop, JAPAN and RUSSIA continue in the whale extinction business.
There is an organization that controls whaling- The International Whaling Commission. The IWC sets quotas on the whales that can be killed-quotas
JAPAN and
RUSSIA ignored this year.
You can help give the whales a chance. Stopping the killing for at least 10 years would
allow the whales to begin replenishing themselves. The IWC will meet again in late
June-last
year JAPAN and RUSSIA blocked
move by conservationists
for a 10-year
stopping of the killing. This year they must know we will not tolerate the greedy
extinction of the world's great whales. You can join, too, in a protest boycott of
Japanese and Russian products.
PLEASE HELP THE WHALES. PLEASE WRITE THE JAPANESE AND RUSSIAN
AMBASSADORS TODAY.
Ambassador Takeshi Yasukawa
Ambassador Anatoliy Dobrynin
Embassy of Japan
Embassy of the Soviet Union
-2520 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
112516th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008
W:ishington, D.C. 20036

R.I.C. Sextet Undefeated
Cont. from P. 12
Rho finally got RISD on the board
at 9: 09 by tipping in a rebound past
goalie John Suchwalko
who
finished up the third period with
Kevin Choiniere playing the second
and Carl Webster starting. All in
' all, they turned away 28' RISD
shots and drilled 48 shots at the
RISD goaltender who played very
well, keeping the score down to 6
I goals.
1

SLAPSHOTS: Next RIC hockey
match will be against the RI Bears
at Thayer Rink Sat. night, Nov. 15
and Nov. 17 at Suffolk U. Next
"home" game will be Sat. night at
7:30 p.m. with Southeastern Mass.
University at North Prov. Arena.
All are invited to attend .... The RIC
hockey club is averaging a high 6
goals per game against their opposition averaging just over 3 goals
against them .... Jeff Ruscetta leads
the RIC hockey scoring list with a
total of 10 goals and 7 assists for a
grand total of 17 points. He also
leads the team in penalty minutes
with 17.... Phil Ciresi and Al
Sgambato are tied for 2nd with 11
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the greatwhales

Basketball Tournament
The
first
Ocean
State
Invitational Collegiate Basketball
Tournament is being sponsored by
RIC Rec. Department
Friday,
Nov. 28 through Sunday, Nov. 30.
The tournament is open to all fulltime undergraduate students that
are not involved in inter-collegiate
basketball. The number of teams
that shall represent a school will be

NOVEMBER

points .... Special thanks to Mr.
Ciresi for filling in at RISD game
for Coach Walter, who was
away .... RIC Hockey Club is
sponsoring a raffle with donated
proceeding going toward their
finances. Tickets are $1.00 apiece
and gain a chance on a $100 liquor
basket to be drawn at the final
homegame March 6. Also the ticket
stub is good for 2 free admissions to
RIC hockey home games. Please
feel free to help the team .... Special
thanks also to Jeff Gordon for
working the scoreboard.

a

----------------------;a;~:;;;e~~;-e~~~P~M~~~~7p~;~;~1----------AN1MAL PROTECTION INSTITUTE of Am,erica
P O Box 22505. Depl an
5894 South Land'Park Drive
Sacramento. Catiforn,a 95822

Thousands of Topics

I WANT TO HELP YOUR PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
ON BEHALF OF THE GREAT WHALES.

Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00
to
cover postage and
handling.

My tax-deductible

contr1but1on

of

$____

1s enclosed

NAME ___________________

STREET

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE.,#
206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 4 77-84 74

_

-------------------

CITY _________

__,S._T,
_..c:,.A
.l..JT
E~------'Z;,.;Jt

Pt:.___

_

Whale bumper stickers are available to conlributors
of $1 or more. A contribution of $10 or more entitles you to API membership and a year's subscription lo Mainstream magazine. The institute is a national non-profit charitable
.organ,zat,on chartered by the State of California and listed with the U.S. Internal Revenue Service. Contributions
are deductible for income and estate tax
purposes.

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.
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R.I.C. Basketball Preview
By Frank Mazza

Junior Co-Captain
Cesar Palomequ(•

S(•nior ( ·o-captain
Ed Sdiilling

Harriers Finish Second
in NESC Championships
by Frank Mazza
- The RIC cross-country team had
hopes of grabbing
the New
England Small College Championship last Saturday, but then it
ran into Plymouth "rock" and had
to settle for second place.
Plymouth State, by grabbing the
first three places, finished well
ahead of the remaining five teams
with 25points. RIC followed with 60
points, while Keene State took
third with 67. Castleton State (118),
Johnson State (121), and Maine at
Gorham (128) rounded out the
finish.
"I thought we would do a little
better, but Plymouth was exceptionally strong," Anchorman
Coach Ray Dwyer said after the
race. "Ray Danforth had been sick
since Monday, but even with him
healthy we wouldn't have beaten
Plymouth, not the way they ran
today."
While placing
second,
the
Anchormen outran a couple of fine
teams,
namely
Keene State
(ranked ninth in the latest NCAA
Division III poll, and defending
champions
of NESCAC), and

Johnson State, who surprised just
about everyone with its poor fifthplace finish.
The race, which was held at
Castleton State College in Vermont, featured another fine run by
RI C's Bill Thornhill. "Bill has been
our most consistant runner over
the year," noted Dwyer. "He
hasn't had a bad meet yet, and
here again he has come through for
us. He's been tremendously
steady."
Thornhill, a native of Pawtucket,
R. I., led the Anchormen with a
fifth-place time of 26:35. Captain
Ray Danforth, slowed down a bit
by the flu, followed with a time of
26:54, good for ninth place. John
Elliot came in 10th (26:25) while
Jeff Maynard grabbed twelfth spot
with a time of 27: 15. The remaining
RIC finishers were Mike Romano
(25th place), Kevin Gatta (28th),
and Dan Fanning (30th).
Bob Rindfleisch, Smith, and
Stafford, all from Plymouth State,
finished
one-two-three.
Rindfleisch's winning time of 25:40 set a
new record for the five-mile
course.

RIC Sextet Underfeated in
Four Straight Games
by Steve Dunphy
The RI College Hockey Club has
gone undefeated since the opening
squaker loss to Roger Williams at
7-6. RIC has come back and
trounced RISO 9-2, tied S.M.U. 3-3,
rolled past Western N. E. College 64, and bombed RISD again 6-1.
RIC opened its first game on the
road with S.M.U. The "Golden
Blues'' were missing three of their
top scorers in Joe DeOrsey, Phil
Ciresi, and Chuck Marchand and
were taking it on the chin 3-1 at the
end of two periods with Jeff
Ruscetta getting the lone tally for
RIC in the middle of the 2nd period.
Earl Webster played brilliantly,
keeping RIC in the game as he
stopped 25 shots.
In the 3rd period, RIC got the
help it needed in the likes of Phil
Ciresi who came late (due to a late
class) and scored at 1: 09 of the
third period closing the gap to 3-2.
S.M.U. was on the run now and RIC
came back throwing everything it
had. Finally at 16:22 Jerry Cote
stuffed home a shot from Jeff
Ruscetta tying it for RIC. RIC kept
firing away and was caught deep
the last seconds of the game as
S.M.U. sent their center in all
alone. "The Pearl" Webster came
up with the save of the night at the
buzzer. Final score: RIC 3, S.M.U.
3.

RIC returned home to face the
Western New England Golden
Bears for RIC's actual opening
night on home ice in front of a large
and verbal crowd of RIC rooters.
The fans had little to cheer about
though in the first period as
Western N. E. 's fast skaters put
them on top 2-0. But RIC wasn't
going to get down as Jerry Cote put
them on the board at 1: 09 from Phil
Ciresi to cut the score in half 2-1.
Western N. E. came right back and
scored though, but the "Golden
Blues" weren't to be stopped as
Phil Ciresi from Fred Gord!'m and
Chuck Marchand put the fire in
RI C's engine cutting the lead to one
goal again 3-2 at 9:07. Then Jeff
Ruscetta broke loose scoring the
tying and go-ahead goals to end the
2nd period. Ruscetta picked up a
loose puck at mid-ice and fired it
past Guy Russell the Western N. E.
goaltender to put RIC even at 14:19
and then scored on a pretty pass
from Phil Ciresi and Al Sgambato
to put RIC in the lead 4-3.
The third period saw RIC go
ahead 6-3 on goals by Don Lute
from Joe Circerchia and Fred
Gordon at 1: 17and the final tally at
13:09 by Jerry Cote from Jeff
Ruscetta and Phil Ciresi.
Western N. E. put their last goal
past Carl Webster on a defensive,
mixup as an unidentified RIC

11you happen to mosey by Walsh
Gym one of these days, don't let
that thumping,
banging noise
sounding from within get you
paranoid. The Walsh walls are not
collapsing. In fact, all the commotion only means that Coach Bill
Baird a id his ball-bouncing
athletes are gearing up for a
spanking new season of basketball.
The general telief is that just
about every player has been
plugging like a horse since training
began, and already the team made
its season-opening
gambit by
naming the 1975-76 team cocaptains. Ed Schilling, a senior
guard, and Cesar Palomeque, a
junior forward, were selected.
And, while he continued his policy
of leaving the voting to the players,
Coach Baird couldn't have been
more pleased with the choices.
"I think it was an excellent
selection. Schilling has looked very
good in practice. He's working
hard and he's been showing good
leadership qualities," said Baltd.
"Cesar, too, has always been a
hard worker and a very fierce
competitor. Based on his accomplishments to date, we're sure
he'll project a good leadership
image by example.
"With Cesar and Ed as cocaptains I can expect to get good
double coverage. It's unlikely that
both players will always be playing
at the same time, and therefore we
should set a good view of each
game," Baird added.
Palomeque, a strong, six foot

Ski Club and
Outing Club News
On Sunday, November 23, the
hiking club is sponsoring a hike in
Newport. This hike will t 9ke the
hikers over the cliff walks and
return by the shore line, tide
permitting.
Interested
hikers
should
register
Whipple
Gymnasium no laterthan Friday,
November 21. Cost of the trip will
be two dollars and bring a lunch.
Plans will be made to stop for
dinner on the way back if the group
is interested in an Italian meal.
This is an easy hike and cameras
should be brought along for the
interested shutter bug. In addition,
a film festival on free style skiing
will be shown on Tuesday evening
December 2 at Gaige Auditorium.
This is open to the public and
students are urged to get a good
seat early for an enjoyable film.

r,

player knocked the puck in. Final
score: RIC 6, WNE 4.
RIC then moved to East Prov.
rink for a Monday night home
game vs. RISO.
RIC Hockey
Club played
sluggishly as they only scored one
goal in the first period scored by
Fred Gordon from Jeff Ruscetta at
2:09. RIC started ticking though in
the second period, but not as good
as they should have and got goals
from Jeff Ruscetta assisted by Jim
Potenza and Phil Ciresi at 3: 19 and
Phil Ciresi from Fred Gordon at
14:08 of the 2nd period. The second
period ended with RIC on top to
stay 3-0.
RIC came out attacking in the
3rd period as Jeff Ruscetta led the
charge with 3 goals. Ruscetta
scored the 4th RIC goal at 0:52
from Chuck Marchand on a power
play then came back at 2:09 from
Al Sgambato for a "hat trick" and
scored his 4th goal and RIC's 6th at
10: 17from Al Sgambato and Chuck
Marchand on a pretty pass from in
front that Ruscetta stuffed in. John
Con't. on P. 11

three-inch forward, is an excellent
shooter with good speed and neverending hustle. A native of West
New York, N.J., he hit a sparkling
.539 from the floor last season - a
plus for any co-captain. "My
responsibility is to keep everyone
working together. I think I can do
the job," says Cesar. "I would say
that our goal is to get into the
regionals again and then go a little
farther than we went last year."
Schilling, a six-foot guard with a
good outside shot, appeared in 16
games last year With expected
improvement,
the native
of
Hopatcong,
N .J. should earn
himself more playing time in this,
his last year on the squad. "It's
nice being co-captain, and it's good
to work with Cesar," he says. "I've
been working a 1'.lt harder than I
ever did before. I think we'll have a
nice year; the team seems to be
tighter than in previous years.
There's more togetherness."
Coach Baird had some odds and
ends to offer regarding the team's
progress up to date. "So far, we've
been working viiry hard. We're
spending a lot of tiine on physical
conditioning and defensive basics,
primarily. We haven't spent as
much as one hour on offense,
because with our caliber of players
and from what we've seen in the
past, RIC has always been able to
score.
"With this year's combination of
talent, we're looking to put the
major emphasis on defense. We
have a good blend of size and
scoring ability, and depending on
what combination is out on the
floor, we have excellent speed."
The Anchormen hope to equal or perhaps improve - on their fine
16-9record of a year ago. There is,
however, one big gap that must be
filled. High scoring Larry Gibson is

gone - and how do you replace a
member of the "1,000 Point" club?
The answer could lie in the
continued
improvement
of
returners
like
Palomeque,
sophomore John Almon, Schilling,
and especially, seven-foot Carlo
DeTommaso. These players, along
with transfer Carmen Goneconte
and other newcomers,
should
provide coach Baird with enough
talent to make the coming season
another dandy at RIC.
Incidentally, this year's first test
came on Saturday ~ovember 15
when the team played a gameconditioning scrimmage against
Coast Guard Academy.

Volleyball Club Action
The Rhode Island
College
and is a member of the Providence
Volleyball Club season got under
Tuner's A team which has played
way this past Saturday when the 111 major tournaments in the U. S.
club traveled
to Boston and
Phil was named a starter on the All
Wentworth Institution to play in Star team that will be playing
round-robin tournament. This is a UCLA California
team from
new league made up of sixteen
Harvard this Sunday at M.I.T. In
schools and consists of eight teams
league competition
this past
in a northern division anrl eight Wednesday, Brown University now
teams in a southern division of has a 2-0 record with RIC and
which the RIC Club is a member.
Providence
College 1-1, and
Mike Carr, playing coach and Bridgewater State has a 0-2 record.
captain, feels the team has good
potential but lacks experience.
Brown University has an excellent
Rick Blanco, a transfer student attack and uses a multiple attack
from the University
of Con- by bringing up the center half to set
necticut, and Mike Carr were on the spike with front players
named alternates
to the New acting as fakes on multiple spike
England All star team that will be attacks. The other teams are just
playing in Boston this Sunday. Phil in the basic of a simple bomb atDurrant is the only team member
tack. RIC has promise and should
that has competitive experience .be in there fighting all the wav.

RIC Volleyball Club in action
Wednesday night at Whipple Gym.

Photo by P. Slanta

Starvation

stalks millions.
Whor,

cares.

I

eam
Millions of men, women and children are starving! You can save many
lives through CARE - the non-sectarian, non-governmental link between
people abroad. CARE's experigenerous Americans and poverty-stricken
enced staff people are in 36 countries including many of the famine areas. They are
feeding 20 million persons daily. But without your help they cannot cope with the mounting waves of
starvation. Won't you skip or cut down on one meal a week and send the money saved to CARE?
Your "empty plate" will fill many empty plates overseas and send seeds, tools and equipment
to help hungry people grow more food. Please fill out the pledge coupon and
return it with your initial gift today.

------------------~----------------------------

I YOUCANDOMORETHANYOUTHINK

$5 85
Last year CARE provided
of aid for every dollar
worth
donated • •
$5

gives nutritious
children.

food to 270

The "Empty Plate" Pledge:

"To save starving families abroad I will skip or reduce one meal a week for the
rest of this year. I will send the money saved to CARE for the emergency expansion of its programs to feed those families and help them grow more food."

I

If I save more, I will send more. My first contribution

$10 provides poor farmers two days
of
in techniques
of training
growing more food.

Here is my total "Empty
_
$ ___

$25 delivers 375 pounds of food in
some areas.

Name ______________________________
Address _____________________________

$50 equips a family with tools,
seeds, fertilizer a nd equipment
lo grow more food.

Cily ______________
Make your tax-deductible
send you regular reminder

(]AJlE

D
D

each month
each quarter

will send CARE at least$
Plate" contribution

is enclosed.

so you can rush more aid immediately,
_
_

_
Zip _____
Statc ________
We will
check out to (;AH.E World Hunger Fund.
envelopes for your con~enience. Thank you. Mail check to:

NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL OFFICE/ 581 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts

02116

·----------------~------------------------------

